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David Oyedepo And Business
What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies
within us. Ralph Waldo Emerson It is only what is discovered that can be recovered.
That is why undiscovered and unreleased potential results in unaccomplished destiny.
Man is a wonder by virtue of creation. This is because God created man in His image
and likeness with all the ability in Him released into man. In other words, everything in
God is in man. All the virtues that are inherent in God, The manufacturer are inherent in
man His product. This truth becomes our focus of discussion all over this book. The
nature of the source from which a product was made determines the component of the
product. And since man is a product of God, then he possesses the same component
as God, his Source. It is imperative to know that your attitude is largely a product of
your self-concept - the picture you have of yourself. The issue of self-concept and selfimage must first be establish in our minds before we can really understand the potential
inherent in us and release them to fulfill our destiny. God created man in His image;
therefore, man is expected to have a concept of himself in line with who God is. In this
book, you will gain a full understanding of the great deposit that is loaded into you at
creation. Also, you will come to the knowledge of the fact that what you are loaded with
in form of potential is given you for the purpose of fulfilling your destiny and become a
blessing to the world. I am sure that by the time you are through reading this book,
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something will spark off a process towards great accomplishment in your life. And you
will decide to release yourself to bless mankind by refusing to go to the grave with the
great treasures loaded in you.
Who are these Guptas who are so powerful, they’re distributing cabinet posts like
matrons handing out condoms at a brothel? Who do Americans think they are, accusing
Trevor Noah of ‘stealing’ a joke from one of their comedians? Is Sizakele MaKhumalo
Zuma’s spaza shop a National Key Point? In #ZuptasMustFall, and other rants, Fred
Khumalo runs riot, contemplating the pressing issues that continue to confound,
infuriate and exasperate the nation – or to sink it into further controversy. Covering a
wide range of topics, including politics, history, current events and celebrity gossip, this
compilation of recent and new writings contains Khumalo’s trademark blend of humour
and shrewd analysis, as well as his treatment of everyday issues from a uniquely South
African perspective. This is an entertaining collection of thoughts from one of the
country’s most seasoned journalists, offering many questions, and tongue-in-cheek
answers, on who we are as a nation, where we are going, and how we compare to the
rest of the world.
Building a meaningful future is your sole responsibility. No matter what you want to
build; personal life, business, ministry or the nation, it must be done inside-out. True
and lasting meaning does not come from the without but it flows from the within out.
Discover your true purpose, develop and deliver it. Serve humanity and lead faithfully.
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Dream, dare and do diligently and you will build a meaningful life. Now is the best time
to build. Life is about timing, this is your moment, seize it and maximize your potential.
Partner with people of like passion, synergy and interdependence is a great key to
multiplier effect on your life results. A fulfilling future is full of joy and happiness, peace
and prosperity. Pay the prize now, today is the future! Build faith, exhibit love and live
through character. The things that will advance and sustain you are not really difficult,
they are simple and basic. A meaningful future don't just arrive, it takes process and
consistent efforts. Our Nations needs true leaders; those who knows the way, goes the
way and shows the way. Nation-building rest mostly on the shoulders of people sitting
in front in government and politics, yet every man should govern and build his own
home through purpose, common values and shared culture. Every man should take
ownership of his life and be responsible to build a meaningful future. Remember if it is
not purposeful, it is not meaningful...I celebrate your future!
Commonwealth Education Partnership 2007 is an essential overview of the
development of education systems in the Commonwealth, focusing on international
collaborations and on the partnerships in member countries between government,
NGOs and the private sector in education. Focuses in this edition: increasing access
and the right to quality education; supporting teachers for quality education; resourcing;
and education for the good of all. Published for the Commonwealth Secretariat by
Nexus Partnerships.
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As many have had their hope deferred, and their hearts sickened as a result, The Spirit
of Acceleration offers a rekindling of that hope. The Spirit of Acceleration does, in
seconds or minutes, what would normally take months or years to accomplish.
Wherever the Spirit of Acceleration dawns, God quickens things up. These last days
are not a time for despair, but a time for delight, demonstration, and deliverance.
According to apostle Peter, it will be a time of "refreshing (and)...restitution of all things"
(Acts 3:19""21). This book espouses fundamental principles that guarantee speed and
strength for the last-day church before Jesus returns. In this book, God teaches
believers to work with wisdom so they can be backed up by kingdom wealth and
accomplish God's end-time agenda. The last-day Spirit of Acceleration is God's last
push to close the age and herald the return of the Lord Jesus Christ. Only a church
militant and on the move, however, can eject the enemy and get victory in life. It takes
speed to shine in life and going to manifest his glory! God has saved the best for the
last. A glory that is unprecedented is about to shine forth from the church, and it will
herald his coming and be characterized by unusual speed and uncommon glory. That is
why in Romans 9:28""30, the Bible says "He will finish the work, and cut it short in
righteousness: because a short work will the Lord make upon the earth...(so that)...the
Gentiles, which followed not after righteousness, have attained to righteousness, even
the righteousness which is of faith."
A book of Words created for various purposes, a book that will make you weep and
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make you laugh; motivational, humorous quotes with stories.
No matter what you desire to achieve in life, you only need a few people. One of such
people is spelt as m-e-n-t-or. You might have heard or used that word before. Do you
have someone you can call your mentor? And if you desire to have one - do you know
how to go about it? This book will prepare your mind and hold you by the hand as you
begin and explore this special and unique relationship. It will transform your life forever,
beyond your imaginable dreams.
If this book doesn’t get you started on some profitable action right away, nothing else
will! It debates your conscience for longstanding inaction and delivers you from
yourself. No ordinary business guide, Take That Action! provides wisdom for building
capacity and a blueprint for living wealthy. The author demystifies success when he
defines it as “being genuinely happy with life.” What a solid foundation this definition
provides for the rest of the book. Whether you don’t know what to do, have been
trapped in long-term planning, or incapacitated by a failure, this book will bail you out.
From managing business risks to unravelling difficult choices, from converting pennies
to pounds to securing your future in retirement, Take That Action! is a gem for all
success seekers. Written from personal experience, it is a collection of the author’s
best teachings on self-development and the pursuit of success. He is the author of five
books with numerous accolades.
Raising capital for business has been a major challenge for the teaming population of
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aspiring entrepreneurs all over the world. Lots of great business ideas remain as
thoughts or plans and never materialize due to the challenge of raising capital.
Everywhere you turn to you see someone giving up on a brilliant business idea or a
new business suddenly folding up. Ask why, and the once-enthusiastic innovators will
tell you with gloomy faces that they have no capital. They have no one to support them.
The general consensus is that capital is money, and that it is scarce. But that is not
exactly the case, as you will see from this book. 30 WAYS TO RAISE CAPITAL FOR
YOUR BUSINESS reveals several ways to raise capital for your business that will
inspire you to get started. It is time to move ahead with your business plan!
Nigeria has become the arena of one of the most remarkable religious movements of
recent times, reflecting the shift in the global center of Christianity from the North to the
South. This book tells the story of one sector of this movement from its root in the
Nigerian civil war to the turn of the new millenium. It describes a revival that occurred
among the Igbo people of Eastern Nigeria and the new Pentecostal churches it
generated and documents the changes that have occurred as the movement has
responded to global flows and local demands. As such, it explores the nature of
revivalist and Pentecostal experience but does so against the backdrop of local sociopolitical and economic developments, such as decolonization and civil war, as well
broader processes, such as modernization and globalization.
Working for others to earn a salary may be a comforting adventure at the initial stage of
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one’s work life; but ultimately, it could mean the worst form of slavery. As someone
rightly puts it, devoting your time, skills and energy to another man to earn a fixed
income is bondage of a high order. It simply means you have transferred the
determination of how your life turns out yo someone else! But how about risking
everything to become your own boss where you are in the driver’s seat of your
destiny? Are you afraid of taking the plunge? Or peradventure, you are already on your
business but struggling with making it work. There is nothing to worry about anymore.
Passion Driven, written by Tayo Ayinla, provides a practical roadmap you can use in
either case. In this fascinating and highly illuminating manual, you can learn: * How to
discover a good business idea * How to discover your God-given passion * How to
raise finance for your business * How to survive challenges of entrepreneurship * How
to grow the business into an empire that can take care of your life style * How to get out
of paid employment successfully and become your own boss And many more. Passion
Driven is laced with practical steps which the author used to negotiate himself
successfully out of paid employment and build a thriving business. Follow the steps
carefully, and with an open mind, you will be in charge of your destiny.
It seems extraordinary that Dr Richard Dawkins, who Dr Stephen Hawking implied was
an imbecile, was apologising for Albert Einstein. I believe Dawkins was afflicted by
delusional self-aggrandisement, which is a form of psychosis and part of the clinical
manifestations of latent, progressive dementia. He was not fit to speak for a true genius
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like Einstein. Infallibility is brainless nonsense, as it exists only in the supernatural
realm. Only an infallible being will describe another being as fallible. If Albert Einstein
were a stately horse, Dr Richard Dawkins is an insect. Albert Einstein regards Sir Isaac
Newton as near deity. Sir Isaac Newton was a devout, unorthodox Christian, and
perhaps, the supreme science genius.
Many are striving to have money without forsaking moral values. However, the results have
been lamentably discouraging. Often times, those seeking wealth end up sacrificing moral
principles and sometimes even their faith on the altar of Mammon. No one becomes a financial
star unless and until he engages in financial exercises. Greatness, like success is prepared for,
not stumbled upon. Nobody succeeds by accident. To be a financial high flyer, you need some
financial exercises. It takes the eagles game to become 10,000 feet high-flying eagle. Eaglets
are born but eagles are made. If the eaglet is not trained to fly, it will die up there in the nest.
Likewise, many people have "died" in their financial nest even when they have glorious and
prosperous destinies. They have never exercised themselves into high-flying status of life. The
demands of championship and being in financial rest does not reckon with praying and fasting
but with rigorous financial exercises. Engaging in this exercise entails discovering how to
develop investment mentality and financial intelligence, knowing and using the power to create
wealth, knowing and walking the pathway to wealth, knowing and using the vehicles of wealth
creation, activating multiple streams of income, knowing how to activate generational blessing.
??????????????????????????????????????1992???????????????????????????????????????
???????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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The Secrets of Great Wealth: Secrets the Rich Would Wish You Never Knew is an interesting
story of financial information that can change your life and rewrite your financial story forever.
Cast against the background of ordinary-day examples, you will discover the easy possibility
that you can achieve financial freedom in your life-time. In fact, right about now, as you heed
the instructions it contains, your life can begin to attract the financial fortunes you may only
have seen in your dreams. With insight given on how you can play the stock and real estate
markets, two reputable and popular investment channels for wealth creation, you may have to
sack your brokers in both markets, and still be able to play these markets profitably yourself,
creating wealth for your financial freedom in the process. This book covers insightful
information on the following areas: It identifies the greatest secret to wealth; It will teach you
secret strategies on Real Estate investment in Nigeria with or without capital; It will enlighten
you on how to complete a three-bedroom flat with less than three million naira; You will be
taught how to become an expert trading on the Nigerian Stock Market without having to rely on
your stock broker; It will reveal to you the secret of Marital Harmony; It will help you develop
and achieve the goal of financial freedom; You will be helped to discover your purpose and
fulfil your destiny; You will learn how to set achievable goals, make good plans and budget
your way into wealth; You will discover the greatest business that can give you residual income
without you working; You will be inspired to discover and pursue your passions; You will learn
how many incomes there are and how to use them to multiply your wealth; You will be exposed
on what to do before retirement to live the kind of life you desire in retirement; You will learn
how the super rich make their budget; You will also learn how to tithe your way out of poverty
into wealth and how to buy land in Nigeria successfully; including how banks trap unsuspecting
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Nigerians into mortgage debt and the way out of it. This book essentially teaches that you can
rewrite your financial story by yourself!
Unending Marital Blissthe Secret Spouses Should Know is Pastor Harrys second book on
marriage and family. In this book with seven chapters, Pastor Harry expounded both from the
scriptures and personal counseling experiences seven solid secrets that will not only build
marital relationships but will consolidate and solidify it. In an easy-flowing, simple English
language, he, step by gradual step, takes the readers from one topic to another until the
chapter highlights a secret that should serve as a takeaway. This is a book every married
couple should read and heed. To get the best from this book is to act and apply the seven
secrets highlighted at the end of each chapter.
In recent decades, Christianity has acquired millions of new adherents in Africa, the region with
the world's fastest-expanding population. What role has this development of evangelical
Christianity played in Africa's democratic history? To what extent do its churches affect its
politics? By taking a historical view and focusing specifically on the events of the past few
years, Evangelical Christianity and Democracy in Africa seeks to explore these questions,
offering individual case studies of six countries: Nigeria, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Kenya,
Zambia, and Mozambique. Unlike most analyses of democracy which come from a secular
Western tradition, these contributors, mainly younger scholars based in Africa, bring first-hand
knowledge to their chapters and employ both field and archival research to develop their data
and analyses. The result is a groundbreaking work that will be indispensable to everyone
concerned with the future of this volatile region. Evangelical Christianity and Democracy in
Africa is one of four volumes in the series Evangelical Christianity and Democracy in the
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Global South, which seeks to answer the question: What happens when a revivalist religion
based on scriptural orthodoxy participates in the volatile politics of the Third World? At a time
when the global-political impact of another revivalist and scriptural religion -- Islam -- fuels
vexed debate among analysts the world over, these volumes offer an unusual comparative
perspective on a critical issue: the often combustible interaction of resurgent religion and the
developing world's unstable politics.
An exploration of the global growth and social and political impact of Pentecostalism.

Africa's plight is no doubt, presently, a concern of notable political and business
leaders across the world. I believe this is Africa's time and age in which Africans,
African leaders and the rest of the world must put their hands on the plough. And
in the natural impossibility of having more than two hands per human, the legs of
all must be engaged to follow their hearts. Now is the best time for anyone to
help walk Africa out of misery while Africans do the bulk of the work themselves.
Using Nigeria as a model, this book proves that free enterprise will help Africa do
for itself if empowered far beyond what the world can do for her. OTHER
SECTIONS INSIDE INCLUDE: 1. Questions to ask ourselves about our talents,
visions and what we really want in life. With insights on Money, Love, Work and
Time. 2. Inspiration and motivation for the-would-be entrepreneur and business
owner, with powerful business and success secrets to learn from: J.D
Rockefeller, Soichiro Honda, Conrad Hilton, Ray Kroc, T.D Jakes, Thomas
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Edison etc. 3. A recommended reading list that will help you maintain the cutting
edge vital to success in business and life in general.
"Every solution is in the secret chambers, look inward!" I was elated in the spirit
and I saw a hidden entrance into a spiritual room. My spirit immediately decoded
the name of the place I was about to step into. I was at the threshold of one of
the Secret Chambers of the Most High God. There are several secret chambers
in the realm of the spirit. What has been hidden in them? How, when and where
can we access the secret chambers and the treasures hidden in them? Is your
spiritual antenna switched on or off? Or is your spiritual communicator in a
silence mode? All these and more are exposed on the pages of this book. In the
Secret Chamber, there is intimacy, conception, communion, incubation, birth,
delivery, and fulfillment. Wealth and abundance are hidden in it. Have an
encounter with the One who owns the silver and the gold on the pages of this
masterpiece. Begin your discovery of the unknown today.
I have always been fascinated by the story of the lion being the king of the jungle,
and through the benefit of hindsight, the inspiration to do this mini secret of
success book was as a result of the might and grace the grace of the lion. On
May 19, 2014 few days to my birthday, I wrote an elaborate piece in my column
for BUSINESS WORLD in my segment called Business world on His Highness
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UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, titled: MAN BEHIND EMIRATE AIRLINE.
Few days later, on my birthday, MAY 29TH 2014 I got a parcel as birthday
present and in the neatly wrapped pack was a big book by the subject matter
himself, Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the voluminous book titled: MY
VISION, Challenges in the Race for Excellence. I love what I saw at the back of
the book about the Lion and the gazelle as researched by the author.: "With each
new day in Africa, a gazelle wakes up knowing he must outrun the fastest lion or
perish. At the same time, a lion stirs and stretches, knowing he must outrun the
fastest gazelle or starve. It is no different for the human race. Whether you
consider yourself a gazelle or a lion, you simply have to run faster than others to
survive. "In His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum viewpoint,
life consist of a number of opportunities and greater opportunities do not come
knocking on people doors. Whoever wants such opportunities must grab them
when they arise, for his people and for himself. We have to be powerful, strongwilled, determined and willing to grasp such opportunities, so that we do not have
to scavenge the leftovers of lions. Not long after my reading this story of lion and
gazelle, I was in the gigantic Winners Chapel one Sunday and here was the
anointed man of God, Bishop David Oyedepo telling his mammoth flock the need
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to think and start living like lion in the race for life rather than acting like cows. It is
not a surprise that the narration and motivation of the story of lion as told by the
Bishop can be said to be the true motivation behind this book in your hand today.
However it must be noted that the writer has gone a step forward to talk about
the much speculated worth of the man of God, what Forbes said he is worth and
of course the book is further spiced with a rare never before seen type of quotes
or inspirational sayings from the man, called to liberate his people from abject
lack or one manner of illness or the other. I am confident that no matter your
race, religion or age, this book can in one way or the other be of great motivation
to you in your drive to either live like a lion or a gazelle-whether you call or see
yourself as either of the animal, you simply have to RUN faster than others to
survive
Bishop David Oyedepo is understood and misunderstood by different people for
different reasons. This book provides a better independent real-life account of the
mystery behind the mastery of this global Christian gospel phenomenon and his
pace-setting undeniable world-class superlative successes in the midst of deep
multidimensional national poverty within his home country.
God wants His children to be significantly successful in this life—but sadly,
success has remained a mirage or worse still, a daydream. Success is the
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covenant right of every believer, but it never becomes a reality until the promise
is processed. Everything is at the state of rest or inertia until the relevant force is
applied according to Newton's first law of motion. This law applies also to
prophetic statements. Success is guaranteed for you as a believer based on the
prophecy of Scriptures, but the prophecy must be processed—otherwise it'll
remain a mere proposition. We have a responsibility to make our ways
successful. It's a partnership with God as we engage the forces of success as
prescribed in the precepts, concepts, principles, instructions, and lines of
Scriptures. In your journey to significant success, you must be conscious of the
truth that God has completed His own part of the work. It is entirely your
responsibility to determine the height of your success in life. And you can only do
this by the knowledge and application of the forces or laws of success as
enshrined in the Scriptures. In this book, The 15 Vital Forces of Success, these
laws of success have been uniquely captured and packaged into fifteen easy to
comprehend modules and designed as the Ds of Success—Desire, Dream,
Decision, Details, Demand, Dare, Direction, Diligence, Determination, Dedication,
Dependence, Discipline, Development, Dealings, and Delivery. In the book, you'll
discover the mysteries or forces behind success and the missing link to your
success—also how to effectively engage with them for maximum delivery.
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For the past sixty years, the Pentecostal and Charismatic movement has played
a major role in Zambia. In this book, Naar Mfundisi-Holloway explains the history
of this development and its impact on civic engagement. She opens a discussion
on church-state relations and explains how the church presented a channel of
hope in the wake of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, despite having a history that
eschewed civic engagement. In fact, the pandemic propelled the church to work
alongside the state in the fight against the disease. Using interviews and
historical analysis, this book provides valuable insight into how Pentecostal and
Charismatic churches have effectively engaged matters of civic concern in
Zambia dating from colonial times.
David Oyedepology: The A – Z Adventure of Faith of the Billionaire BishopThe
Superiority of the Forces of the Undiluted Christian Faith to Building a Living Fortune in
a World of Wickedness.WestBowPress
I have always been fascinated by the story of the lion being the king of the jungle, and
through the benefit of hindsight, the inspiration to do this mini secret of success book
was as a result of the might and grace the grace of the lion. On May 19, 2014 few days
to my birthday, I wrote an elaborate piece in my column for BUSINESS WORLD in my
segment called Business world on His Highness UAE Vice President, Prime Minister
and Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, titled:
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MAN BEHIND EMIRATE AIRLINE. Few days later, on my birthday, MAY 29TH 2014 I
got a parcel as birthday present and in the neatly wrapped pack was a big book by the
subject matter himself, Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the voluminous book titled:
MY VISION, Challenges in the Race for Excellence. I love what I saw at the back of the
book about the Lion and the gazelle as researched by the author.: "With each new day
in Africa, a gazelle wakes up knowing he must outrun the fastest lion or perish. At the
same time, a lion stirs and stretches, knowing he must outrun the fastest gazelle or
starve. It is no different for the human race. Whether you consider yourself a gazelle or
a lion, you simply have to run faster than others to survive. "In His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum viewpoint, life consist of a number of opportunities
and greater opportunities do not come knocking on people doors. Whoever wants such
opportunities must grab them when they arise, for his people and for himself. We have
to be powerful, strong-willed, determined and willing to grasp such opportunities, so that
we do not have to scavenge the leftovers of lions. Not long after my reading this story of
lion and gazelle, I was in the gigantic Winners Chapel one Sunday and here was the
anointed man of God, Bishop David Oyedepo telling his mammoth flock the need to
think and start living like lion in the race for life rather than acting like cows. It is not a
surprise that the narration and motivation of the story of lion as told by the Bishop can
be said to be the true motivation behind this book in your hand today. However it must
be noted that the writer has gone a step forward to talk about the much speculated
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worth of the man of God, what Forbes said he is worth and of course the book is further
spiced with a rare never before seen type of quotes or inspirational sayings from the
man, called to liberate his people from abject lack or one manner of illness or the other.
I am confident that no matter your race, religion or age, this book can in one way or the
other be of great motivation to you in your drive to either live like a lion or a gazellewhether you call or see yourself as either of the animal, you simply have to RUN faster
than others to survive CHIEF MIKE CERUTTI OSAGIE 2014
If managers, innovative and disruptive entrepreneurs, and opinion leaders-especially
the ones in emerging economies-read only one book, this should be it. Taiwo's study of
the lives of the giants of Western industries and the lessons to be gained from their
lives are of utmost relevance to a world suffering from the boom and burst and the cycle
of growth and depression characteristic of Western economy. "This book is a mustread, particularly by the budding entrepreneurs. It is loaded with viable information and
aimed at achieving practical and result-oriented actions for developmental and growth
objective in this aspect. Taiwo's effort in putting this book together is commendable.
Let's utilize it productively." -Otunba Ayan Kolawole, CEO, Kolaris Services Group
International, LLC (Enterprise & Manpower Development Consultants), Willingboro,
New Jersey, USA "I must commend the efforts, intellect and insight Taiwo have put into
this book. One of the most important elements of Nigeria or any country at all becoming
a great Nation is her Human Capabilities which makes Capacity Building a must. I will
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recommend that this book be used to teach in all Business Schools especially in ones
that build and breed young Entrepreneurs ...Well Done." -Gbenga Akinyombo,
Executive Director, Subaru Motors Nigeria ""Cracking the Code of Possibilities in
Business" is a lively, pungent and intellectually stimulating excursion into how Nigeria
can rediscover and reposition itself in the comity of nations through innovation,
institutional renewal and re-engineering in an era of globalization. Absolutely un-putdown-able." -Dr Femi Orebe, columnist for The Nation on Sunday
"Africa's Diabolical Entrapment" exposes Sub-Saharan Africa as a region that is
wantonly bruised it its trap between two major religions in the continent namely
Christianity and Traditional Animism. It compares religious beliefs in Africa with
historical religious developments in other continents of the world to identify where Black
Africa is getting it wrong. While advancing the central message that the belief in
Witchcraft, Demigods, Spirits of the dead, the Ancestors and Jesus Christ is not
peculiar to Africa it also emphasizes that the pervasiveness of these beliefs in today's
Africa poses a serious challenge to the intellectual growth of the society in general. Its
conclusive projections and recommendations are definitely a subject of interest to
stakeholders in the process of starting a long overdue debate in a continent that is
waiting to find its place among progressive nations.
Secret of preparation on time is a crucial part of moving from emergency preparation to
taking advantage of the various seasons in your life to prepare for the next season. You
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can apply this teaching to your personal life, career, family, church, business and
whatever constitutes your life or whatever is attached to your life. If you consistently
build and prepare towards your destiny, career etc. when the time of manifestation
comes you will look stronger than somebody that really has greater gifts and grace in
his life but didn't prepare. I want you to make up your mind not to wait until crisis comes
before you begin to prepare on time. Don’t do emergency preparation in your life.
Identifies the central themes, issues, questions, and methods of analysis of economics,
and discusses how they have been approached in the African context over time.
Reviews and document how the study of African societies has contributed to and
shaped major fields of the discipline of economics.
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